Provincetown Community Housing Development

Public Forum 1 Summary of Results
Prepared by JM Goldson LLC July 1, 2019

On Wednesday, June 19, 2019, the consultant team, led by JM Goldson LLC with New Atlantic Development (NAD), held a public forum to present
and solicit feedback on multiple schemes for housing development on two town-owned sites: 3 Jerome Smith Road (also referred to as the VFW
site) and 26 Shank Painter Road (the current location of Provincetown’s Police Station). Approximately 36 participants attended.

MAIN CONCLUSIONS
3 JEROME SMITH ROAD (VFW SITE)
Scheme 1A: Participants felt generally that scheme 1A would fit in with the neighborhood’s existing community character but
a major disadvantage to the scheme was that it would provide the least amount of units. Many participants liked how much
green space and the buffer provided to abutters.
Scheme 1B: Of the three schemes presented, 1B was the most preferred (46 percent) but it also had the greatest division
between pros and cons. Participants identified the green space as a positive but also wanted to see more green space overall
(particularly vegetation to block abutters). Participants also thought this scheme was “too dense” and “density is about right.”
Scheme 1C: Most participants did not like this scheme (46 percent said it was a “non-starter”)—arguing that is was way
too dense for the community. The overall advantage participants identified for this scheme was that it would maximize the
number of affordable units.

26 SHANK PAINTER ROAD
Scheme 2A: Most participants did not like this scheme (57 percent said it was a “non-starter”)—arguing that is was not dense
enough for this site.
Scheme 2B: Participants felt overall neutral about this scheme. They did not like the design of this scheme and felt that it
offered too little parking.
Scheme 2C: Most participants liked this scheme (77 percent said it was their “preferred scheme”)—noting in particular, that it
would provide good workforce housing. A drawback to this scheme, noted by participants, was that it was all one-bedrooms.
Note: There was significant participation drop-off between discussions between the VFW and Shank Painter Road. For the 26 Shank Painter Road
discussion, about half of the original participants were left.
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POLLING QUESTIONS
EXERCISE FORMAT
Participants were asked to poll in responses on their mobile devices (or write in responses on paper) to demographic questions.

WHAT HAT ARE YOU WEARING TONIGHT?
Almost half of participants (48 percent) identified
themselves as town officials and/or staff—the largest
segment of attendees. A third of participants (33 percent)
identified themselves as interested residents—the second
largest segment. Abutters and/or neighbors (14 percent
of attendees) for both sites were given notice in the mail
about the workshop.

(21 responses)

Why did you decide to come tonight?
6%

Other
Turn VFW Site into Police Station

WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO COME TONIGHT?

18%

Learning

29%

Housing Advocate

35%

Abutter

(17 responses)

Many participants responded that they were interested
in considering housing options to support the community
or they were interested in learning generally about the
opportunities for the two locations. Another strong
motivation among participants was to explore the VFW site
as a potential location for the police station.
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SCHEME EVALUATION AND SMALL GROUP DISCUSSION
EXERCISE FORMAT
Participants were presented with three schemes for each of the sites. In small groups (4-8 participants), they discussed the pros
and cons of each of the schemes for the two sites. At the end of the discussion, participants were asked to poll in responses
to two “exit polling” questions:
(1) If you had to choose one, which would be your preferred scheme for the [Jerome Smith or 26 Shank Painter Road] site?
(2) Are any of the concepts for the [Jerome Smith or 26 Shank Painter Road] site non-starters for you?
In addition to options for the three schemes, participants could poll in a fourth n/a option— “I don’t prefer any of these” and
“No, I see possibilities for each.”
1A, 1B, and 1C are the three schemes for the 3 Jerome Smith (VFW) site. 2A, 2B, and 2C are the three schemes for the 26 Shank
Painter Road site. Scheme A for both sites looked at the number of units allowed “by-right” under Provincetown’s current
zoning bylaw. Scheme C for both sites looked at the maximum number of units allowed if a developer took full advantage of
the Town’s inclusionary zoning density bonus. All three of the schemes for the VFW site assumed a one-to-one parking ratio.
Due to the site constraints of the 26 Shank Painter Road site, the three schemes include 9 parking spaces (except for scheme
2A which included only 8).
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VFW SITE (3 JEROME SMITH) - SCENARIO 1A

13%
of participants
said this was
their preferred
scenario.

29%
of participants said
this scenario was a
non-starter.

PROS
•
•
•
•
1A

•
•
•

Like the scale/village approach
Integrates well with the character of
surrounding neighborhoods
Good/Adequate Parking
Like the green space and buffer in
the rear and sides
Our best pick – go all affordable
Building size fits in with the area
and may be better received by
neighbors
Green space and more opportunity
for trees

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CONS
Less dense = more privacy
Mix of bedroom types
Green space
Most attractive
Most green space
Furthest from abutters
Good mix of one-bedrooms and
unit sizes
Fits with current neighborhood
(two people agreed)
More open space

•
•
•

•
•
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Would need to be mostly affordable
Non-impactful amount of housing
provided
Fewer overall units = super useless
amount of affordable and seasonal
housing provided. Affordable and
seasonal are some of the most in dire
need
If this is only 3 affordable and the rest
are market-rate…forget it.
Less dense = may not maximize use of
scarce land (X2)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lower number of affordable units
Fewer units in total (X2)
No affordable
Not efficient use of land (too much left)
Don’t need 1:1 parking
Maintain bedroom mix with affordable
housing subsidies
Rental? Management?
Too many buildings
Doesn’t help “affordable” problems
1 more unit in rear?
Need sidewalks

VFW SITE (3 JEROME SMITH) - SCENARIO 1B

46%
of participants
said this was
their preferred
scenario.

0%
of participants said
this scenario was a
non-starter.

PROS
•
•
•
1B
•
•

Nice Entrance
Greater density is in the front
towards Jerome Smith Road
WHO matters more than HOW
BIG. Community standard
housing versus market rate.
Market rate is a dirty word
politically…it won’t pass.
What is the mix of market v
community? Within community,
is it 100% AMI or 200% AMI?
Greater number of affordable
and total units

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CONS
Good mix of bedroom types
Green space
25% affordable mixed-income
Maximize units and green
space
Parking broken up
More green space
More one-bedrooms
Density/number of units is
about right
Better than C
More diversity in unit size (to
attract families)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mostly 1 bedrooms will not encourage families
Do not like building backing up to George’s
Path – too congested
50% more dense than Province Landing.
Province Landing is 2.5 acres. VFW is only 1.8
acres
Density lacks respect for people moving
here and people already in surrounding
neighborhoods
Density will impact neighborhood noise
Putting little city inside surrounding existing
neighborhoods
Not sufficient green space (X2)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Four small buildings to far right in the scheme
– why not a second larger L-shaped building
allowing space for more units?
Parking is too large
Dense enough?
Up against abutters—could we use parking as
a buffer?
Move big building closer to center of lot so less
close to abutters
Still one large building—more building façade
art
More blocking vegetation
Need sidewalks on both sides

VFW SITE (3 JEROME SMITH) - SCENARIO 1C

33%
of participants
said this was
their preferred
scenario.

46%
of participants said
this scenario was a
non-starter.

PROS
•
•

1C

No Pros (X2)
24 affordable…48
are…how many are
community 80%-120%
AMI? ...How many are
community 160%-200%
AMI? …How many are
market-rate? The whole
ballgame is here. 48
market rate wont get
votes. 48 community
will get votes. There is a

•
•
•
•
•
•

CONS
huge difference.
Number of units
All affordable
Most housing and most
affordable
Kept furthest from
abutters
Emphasize onebedrooms
More units (2 liked, 2
did not like the density)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Not even realistic
Looks like cold storage
Out of character for community (X3)
Not architecturally interesting or in sync with other town
buildings (aka shingles)
Ugly
Should be in city suburbs (like Cambridge)
Huge, negative impact on neighborhoods
Somewhat excessive parking – eliminate 12 spaces and
turnabout to make space for larger L-shape building or
second set of units. PTown has a large population of nonvehicle owners.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Too dense (X3)
(Lack of) mix of bedroom types
Not enough green space and trees (X3)
Traffic
Large parking lot (low green space)
Massing (X2)
Noise?
Too much parking—don’t need 1:1
“College dorm” aesthetic
Too much of a “wall” to abutters
What about families?
Need sidewalks

VFW SITE - GENERAL COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS
QUESTIONS, CONCERNS, AND COMMENTS

25%

•

Why not look at the big picture and vision again?

•

Move the police station to the VFW (X2)

•

Move the chamber of commerce to the VFW (town satellite)

•

Consider new design for main town entrance at Shank Painter Road.
Design spaces for buses to shuttle people to Town. Keeps buses out
of the center of Town.

•

Save green space

•

What happens to charter events? Where do they go?

•

Lower parking ratio (especially for VFW)

•

Eliminate cul-de-sacs and connecting with adjacent properties
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of participants
could see
possibilities for
each of the three
scenarios.

8%
of participants
said they did not
prefer ANY of the
scenarios.

POLICE STATION SITE (26 SHANK PAINTER ROAD) - SCENARIO 2A

0%
of participants
said this was
their preferred
scenario.

57%
of participants said
this scenario was a
non-starter.

PROS
•
•

We like the trees in the back
Mix of bedroom units-addresses variety of housing needs
CONS

2A

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Not worth it - not enough units
Too few units
No point for just 8 units
No person making more than
$100,000 is going to live in these
places
No value
Include omaly
Wasted space – not dense enough
Mix of bedroom units (need to
increase the 2 BRs and 3BRs) is not
appropriate for location

•
•

•

Parking – more than needed, given
the nearby parking options
How much is market-rate? 8 units
of market-rate? 6 market and 2
affordable? Market-rate on town
land is not gonna fly.
Kind of a waste of space

POLICE STATION SITE (26 SHANK PAINTER ROAD) - SCENARIO 2B

23%
of participants
said this was
their preferred
scenario.

0%
of participants said
this scenario was a
non-starter.

PROS
•
•
•
•
2B

Staggered building design
Mix of bedroom units (better than
A)
Density and less open space –
good for Shank Painter Road
Better option to incorporate solar
on rooftop or rooftop open space

•
•

Parking – lower ratio ideal for
neighborhood
How much is market-rate? X
affordable and y other – are
they market rate or community
housing? If community housing,
200% AMI or 100% AMI?

CONS
•
•
•

9

Meh
Parking could go under to create
more spaces
Looks funny – like monopoly pieces
knocked askew

•
•
•

Too little parking
Include omaly
Mix of bedroom units (need to
increase the 2 BRs and 3BRs) is not
appropriate for location

POLICE STATION SITE (26 SHANK PAINTER ROAD) - SCENARIO 2C

77%
of participants
said this was
their preferred
scenario.

7%
of participants said
this scenario was a
non-starter.

PROS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Similar to other Shank Painter Road buildings
Number of parking spaces (not too many)
Dormitories?
Too massive
More units
Good workforce housing

2C
CONS
•
•

10

No units for families
9 parking is probably too few…shoot for 50% ratio

